
Eric the Viking – a restoration in many parts – April 2022 

Spend since last report: £272. Total hours labour since last report: 17.9 

How has the editorial deadline come around so rapidly? Seems only a few days since I last wrote an 
update on progress!! 

Last time I had taken the slide out pod and got it vaguely running electrically out from the van. The 
amount of space regained will really pay off, but it is a lot of hard work planning, fabricating and 
testing. The next part of this puzzle was the roof of the pod to make it watertight and therefore 
warmer when open. A sheet of steel is actually not very strong but my new swager helped – adding 
grooves along the long length of the roof rectangle made the sag of the sheet reduce then each edge 
was folded over to attach to the outside panel and the new walls. 

 

Now the box has a straight edge on the inside of it for the pod floor, roof and sides. This is where the 
kitchen parts will go but the unit itself will sit slightly farther out of the van meaning that I must add a 
skirt all around. This was planned as the additional sections would be spot welded and joggled adding 
strength along the length for minor extra weight. The curved edge of the sides allowing for a door 
rubber to seal the edge of the pod to the edge of the van when the pod is out. 

This took quite some time even using CAD (Cardboard Aided Design) but I got there in the end. The 
roof of the pod was still a little saggy in the middle even with the folded down lip in the inside long 
edge and I was not confident that the apron would provide enough extra rigidity. Fortunately, one of 
the steel lengths that I had used for bracing was part of a bedhead that I had been given – rectangular 
1cm box section steel, strong and lightweight and after cleaning it of loose paint, that went onto the 
inside edge of the sliding pod roof, reinforcing the front lip. Then I was able to add the roof apron of 



14cm front to back of steel with its folded over edge used to join to the rest of the roof. Now it does 
not bend. A little seam sealer along all the joints created should minimize water ingress to the seams 
that would cause premature rusting. 

With the slide out pod mainly constructed; the next detail was to use 4 shelf support brackets that 
have been in the toolbox for years. Instead of countersunk screws, I clamped the bracket in place and 
filled the convenient holes as if they were spot weld holes. Now I have smooth brackets mounted on 
the sides of the pod ready for the worktop which will take the sink and twin burner. 

Progress paused on that for now until I can work out how to have a spike out of the bottom of the pod 
onto the ground to support the weight of the pod when in use. I want this to be quickly retractable, 
ideally permanently connected to the pod a bit like a bicycle kick stand but it needs to be adjustable 
as the ground might slope. Even more useful would be for this support to stop the 25 litre water bottle 
that I want outside from being stolen. If anyone has any bright ideas, do please let me know! 

With the inside of the van having 4 runners at the bottom, I next moved to the spaces between the 
runners. I want these to flex enough for the pod to glide no matter what the ground does to twist the 
chassis, but I also want to reduce gaps to insulate the inside.  

 

Some offcuts of steel from the pod apron proved to be an easy trim and were mounted. Note the 
space outside the new steel allowing a small amount of space under the pod right by the outer panel. 
This will be for water inlet pipe, grey water outlet pipe and potentially the above noted stand. 

I am not sure how the pod roof, the apron, the refitting of the steel above the window and the little 
bits of filling / sealing managed to take nearly 18 hours, but they did. 



Spend this time was the steel for the roof of the pod (£33 as I favour slightly galvanized for longevity), 
yet more cutting disks, gas for the welder and some sandpaper to rub down the filler that I am applying 
to finished sections of the project. Oh, and a cheeky bid on eBay bought me an engine case for the 
planned 1776cc engine build. One day I will get to that point. The engine case was collection only and 
towards 200 miles from my house. Fortunately only 20 minutes from my parents though, who kindly 
agreed to pick it up for me – I did check before I put in the bid! 

Next up I hope to receive the engine case, continue the pod final bits, finish the section between the 
runners and then move onto the front seating – all of it needs doing before I can turn him on his other 
side and finish the underside. 

Between writing web site articles, club camps coming up and the inevitable gardening assistance as 
the weather warms up, I hope to make at least some progress. Meanwhile, enjoy your vehicle – either 
working on it, looking at it or getting out in it. 


